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Continuum fclusleaP) phytic* rests on arbitrary units of mass, length and 

time; it is "scale invariant1'. Modern physics u> quantized. Dalton and Prout 

recognised that (nan Is qusntlwd, Faraday and Thompson showed that electric 

charge is quantised and Planck and Einstein discovered thst action is quantised. 

Once these three facts are grasped, the goal of physics should be to replace MLT-

physlu by counting in terms of these quantized values (or equivalent units) and 

to replace continuum mathematical physics by computer science. We sketch hen 

how this might be done. 

The consequences of our "Discrete Physics" ( , J are summarized in 'fable 1. 

These have been obtained by postulating1 finilenesa, dircreteness, Unite com-

putability, absolute non-uniqueness and additivity. The fourth postulate is par

ticularly important because it not only requires us to use "equal prior prob

ability in the absence of specific cause" but also implies the concept of In-

dhrtmgntshability; for a related development cf this idea, see Parker-Rhodes'. 
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We start with a universal ordering operator isomorphic to the ordered integers 

and D independent generators of Bernoulli trials (coin flips) ayuchrriiied at 

n = 0, Following McGaveron1, we specify our "metric marks' i = 1,2,3,.. by the 

requirement that after n, trials the accumulated number of heads be the sun? 

across all D "dimensions": 

LIU _ L » , _ JLHl 

Clearly the probability of this occurring is 

A=0 2-° Sw S ^ U ) 
The construction gives us a coordinate dimensionality of D but no way to dis

tinguish which axis is which. This "homogeneous and licitflpvc" vynthiontaalton 

of the metric across D = 2 or 3 dimensions can be repeated as often as we have 

time for, but the probability of being able to continue this fo • D > 4 vanishes. -

Our next step is to fill in a cubic array in three dimensions by constructing all 

(up to some finite number) sequences of "drunkard's walks* of fixed "step length" 

L\ the universal ordering operator specifies a fixed "time" ' tor each step. Clearly 

the velocity it takes to reach position (2A - <i)£> in n steps is: 

_h-{n-h)/lA 

and is bounded by some limiting velocity c = Ljt, As we ! av<> shown elsewhere1, 

this construction allows us to invoke the Einstein synchrr nation of distant co

ordinate systems and derive the Lorents transformations in our discrete version 

of 3+1 "space time". MASTER 
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The- construction just sketched can be generalized to define a metric hosed 

on any finite and discrete set at attribute* referring to any finite rolfectkma. 

These collections can contain rndistrngukheble* and hence haw ordinality which 

is strictly baa than their cardinality. We require this extension of the conception 

of "collection* from finite sets to finite "sorts"* in order to show directly that 

there are incompatible (non-commuting) observablea, and that those coincide 

with those encountered En quantum mechanics. We also find thai the limiting 

velocity depends on how much information we need to specify an attribute. Since 

electromagnetic Information can require (directly or indirectly) a knowledge of 

all attributes, it will have to be transferred at the minimal of thesi i mi ting ve

locities. Thus we conclude that there must be iupralumina.1 velocities which can 

be used for synchronisation but not for signaling. We have therefore provided 

a conceptual framework In which the EPR-Bohm suprsluminal correlations in 

violation of Bell's theorem are not mysterious; supraluminal signals are still im

possible. 

In order to pass from coordinate to momentum space, we note that our fixed 

step length L can be used to define an Invariant mass by taking L -•= h/me. We 

can then define B* - p'e 1 = m'e* and fOnstruct a 3+1 momentum energy space. 

Until we find a way to fix the unit or mass this "quantized" theory is still scale 

invariant—a fact which Bohr and Roaenfeld exploited in their derivation of QED 

from macroscopic "Gedankenexperimenta", 

We now consider 3 distinct masses matrrn,mc each with its own G-D phase 

space (which we have proved fall to be embedded in a common 3+1 space when we 

specify asymptotic ("scattering*) boundary conditions). We perform the embed

ding by allowing scattering events only whe.* the discrete velocities i\, - v* - vr 



coincide at same finHe «tfip of U» generating operators. Defining mui ratfc* 

by (relalhriatic) 3~momentain conservation then gives as the classical telattoblic 

kinemaika of particulate scattering. Hence our insistence on finite and discrete 

constructions reconciles quantum mechanics with relativity in that both a limit

ing velocity an*} discrete events arise from the same construction. 

The connection to laboratory events is provided by our basic epidemiological 

postulate: wherever the discrete construction specifies an event, tt could lead to 

th,-- chain of happenings which fires a counter. Random walks between counters 

at the Oe Broglie phase wavelength ke/E (and the Implied coherence wavelength 

k/p) allow us to identify h. Taking due account of the finite site and time 

resolutions of the counters then allows us1 to derive the "propagator" or quantum 

scattering theory, including the complex in and out states: 

P(fi,£') = lirnt ! / (£ ' - E ? i n ) . 

To obtain the scale invariants of the theory wn construct the mu* labeled bit 

strings (velocity states) by a simple algorithm (J'rogram Universe) which con' 

stTucte a hierarchy of quantum numbers that closes at the fourth level. (The 

combinatorial hierarchy is 3,7,I27,2 I ! T-1.) These quantum numbers are eon' 

served in our quantum scattering theory and are associated with the standard 

model as follows 3:i/e,or Higgs? 1:e,i with spin; ft.TRiTcouIambi 127 • u,d 

quarks and Antiquaries (16 states) xS Tor the color octet (less the null state). 

Cosmology is also weli explained (cf. Table 1). 
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Table 1 

DISCRETE PHYSICS (Thk Theory) 
Conalnictod 3+1 spaee-tune with aaprahnninat nynchroniwiiiopi 
Llnrlting velocity c, «tep length £ = A/me, proton mass m* fjinn^sp? -

DERIVED RESULTS (timet |I 4 0 ( ^ ) j ) 

£L = J L ; Zbtaitii lV* i W i . =1838.15 HOT . . . 

quantum numbers of the first generation of quarks and toploiiB 
relativtstic quantum scattering theory. 

CONJECTURED RESULTS 

q -u, d quark lightest hadion electron-plon ratio 

COSMOLOGY 
Flat space, event horifcon, cero velocity frame, expanding universe, 

Nun** te (*'" + •*• )* *» b̂pioD(chM«td) 

evolution of berHable etability In th* presence of a "random" background. 
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